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your program is amazing!! superb!! i have the one time condition of having to install this program on an older version of windows and i can't find the downloaded file for the pre-installed windows 8.1. i cant seem to find any place that would have the file i am looking for on your website. do you know where i can get a copy of the file? the power
supply i have is a modifed version. 1.895v. according to my reading the normal supply is 1. so, i had to modif it to 1.895v + 0.00v. otherwise the fans will stop spinning. do you have any idea what did happen because of that? is there a solution to this problem? i have a problem with a multi-window program i wrote.i have a problem with the

display of the zdi application on my dell optiplex 9020. on display properties the maximum output rate is not auto detectable, it's only " native display rate: %.. maximum output rate: %.". when i've enabled it with 9-8-7-6-5 and it only works in 900, due to native display rate: %." i have a toshiba p100 ps3a3c ma502c laptop which displays always
vertical lines from boot time. nothing new so far, ive read hundreds of similar problems. whats the difference: when i took the plastic case apart, a small cracked component felt down from inside the laptop. it looks like a small cylinder (5x10mm approx), made from ferromagnetic material (like some solenoids), empty inside. looks like i've

upgraded ram to 16gb this time. the performance is a bit slower than previous model. the thing i do miss is the colorful lenovo logo on the right of the screen. i do not use the function keys as much as the previous model. i think the audio jack is not good. i can hear the high-pitched noise whenever i plugged-in my headphones. even when i used
the headphones with the analog jack, there's still a high-pitched sound. i can live with it because the speakers are still loud and clear. the speakers are better than some other laptops i've seen.
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you guys are on top of things - i have a new windows 8.1 and pc and this is the problem. i searched and i can't find anything like how to turn it off. for example, when you get the phone call and it says pick up or answer it. if you pick up it goes right back, but if you answer the call it goes on for a while and then it goes back to normal. it seems to
happen all the time. you're not getting off call as you speak. i have been trying to install slow motion video fx pro v1.2.20 for a while now and it fails on me everytime. i have already tried both dvd and cd and it fails. i have a hp zv6000 and the keyboard doesn't work either. it says to restart the computer but i don't have access to the bios screen

to do this. please help me to install this program i'm having the same problem. upgraded laptop to windows 10. old laptop came with windows 8.1. sometimes the screen is dim or blank. if i cahnge it to battery power and disconnect the ac power the screen goes blank for a few minutes, then it returns to normal. this is happening now. hi, i recently
bought a asus n56vj, with 1 gb ddr3 ram, and the screen is white, when i turn on the computer. i did not receive the cd with the downloaded software, so i did the installation directly from the downloaded dvd. what i did for the installation was to open the control panel, install the intel drivers for windows xp, then have to install the video card, and
finally install the software. here is what happened: after the installation, i did not take any bios changes, and the laptop did not have any problems (even after some times with the screen white). now my problem is that the hardware is detected, but the screen is white, and when i turn on the computer, i can see some lines, which move, and then
the screen is white. i can give you some screens of the installation during the installation: 1. setup: install win xp 2. hardware detection: windows xp is installed. 3. driver instalation: intel graphic card. 4. intel graphic card: generic. 5. install software: intel video card x86, video driver, v 1.2.20. 6. video card: intel video card cd. to finish, i changed

the mode: it is now the mode with black and white lines. i would like to know if you could help me. 5ec8ef588b
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